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Alive Not alive
adult rock The shell could go in 

both groups because it 
is not alive now, but it 
was once the covering 
for a sea creature and 
grew with the creature. 

Plant Not a 
plant

tree caterpillar The banana could go 
in both groups because 
it is a plant (from the 
banana tree), but it is 
not a plant, it is a fruit.

Once alive Never 
alive

fish rock The feather could go 
in both groups 
because it was never 
alive in its own right, 
but part of another 
creature. 

Page 13: How do we know it’s 
alive?
Answers will vary; accept any scientifically correct 
responses:

 1.  It can move; it makes a noise / speaks / it 
needs energy.

 2.  It does not eat or drink / it does not grow / it 
does not reproduce.

Page 14: How do we know it’s alive?
Comparing 
a robot 
and a child

Stiffly / 
robotically!

How do they 
move?

Flexibly, in lots 
of different 
ways: walking, 
running, 
skipping, 
bending, 
twisting.

Unit 1A: 3.1 Life processes
Page 9: Odd one out?
Answers will vary; accept any scientifically correct 
responses:

The car is the odd 
one out because:

it is manufactured

it is made of metal

it uses petrol, diesel or 
electricity for fuel

it has tyres

it does not grow

it does not reproduce.

The animal is the 
odd one out 
because:

it sources its own food

it has fur, feathers or 
skin

it makes babies that 
look like both parents

it breathes.

The plant is the odd 
one out because:

it makes its own food

it does not move

it uses carbon dioxide

new plants are identical 
to the parent plant.

These are things 
they all have in 
common:

they all need food or 
fuel.

Page 10: Classifying
Answers will vary; groups could include:

Moves / does not move

Alive / Not alive

Plants / not plants

Page 11: Comparing
Answers will vary; accept any scientifically correct 
responses:

Moves Does not 
move

baby rock The feather could go 
in both groups 
because it is light 
enough to be blown 
by the wind, but does 
not move on its own.

Cambridge Primary Ready to Go Lessons for 
Science Stage 3
Answers to photocopiable pages
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Comparing 
a robot 
and a child

They cannot 
see.

How do they 
see?

Using two eyes.

They rest when 
not moving, 
but do not 
need to rest.

How do they 
rest?

When sleeping 
or being less 
active.

Mechanical – 
wind-up 
energy or by 
electricity from 
cells (batteries).

What is their 
source of 
energy?

Food.

Page 16: Living and non-living
The learners do the activity as described on the 
photocopiable page. They should discuss how the 
child uses their five senses (hearing, touch, taste, 
sight, smell) and the robot has sensors.

Page 17: Our senses
Answers will vary, depending on the samples used.

Page 19: Comparing a baby and 
an adult
Answers will vary, for example:

The baby and the 
adult are the 
same because:

they each have a 
head, two arms and 
two legs

they each have five 
senses

they can both move

they both need to eat

they both need to 
sleep / rest.

The baby and the 
adult are different 
because:

the baby is small; the 
adult is tall

the baby grows; the adult 
has finished growing

the baby cannot feed 
herself; the adult can

the baby needs much 
more sleep than the adult

the adult can drive a car; 
the baby cannot.

Page 20: What a baby needs
Answers will vary, for example:

To stay alive the 
baby needs:

food and water

shelter

warmth

care.

To keep happy the 
baby needs:

love

clothes

looking after

a good home.

Page 21: What an adult needs
Answers will vary, for example:

To stay alive the 
adult needs:

food and water

shelter

warmth.

To keep happy the 
adult needs:

love

clothes

care

time for hobbies.

Page 22: Market survey
Answers will vary; see page 18 under ‘Main 
activities’ for examples.

Page 24: Measuring my body
Personal response.

Page 26: Observational diagram 
of a plant
Personal response.

Page 27: Comparing plants
Answers will vary, according to the plants 
studied.

The plants are similar because: they all have roots, 
leaves, stems and flowers.

The plants are different because: answers will vary, 
according to the plants studied.

Page 29: Plant parts
The learners do the activities as described on 
page 28 under ‘Starter’ and ‘Main activities’; see 
‘Main activities’ for examples.

Page 30: The role of the parts of 
a plant
Why are the roots 
important for the 
plant?

The roots take in 
water and anchor the 
plant in the ground.

Why is the stem 
important for the 
plant?

The stem holds the 
leaves up to absorb the 
sunlight.

Why are the leaves 
important for the 
plant?

The leaves make the 
food.

Why are the flowers 
important for the 
plant?

The flowers produce 
seeds for new plants.

Page 32: Life process cards
Cards for sorting into the Venn diagram on 
photocopiable page 33.
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Page 33: Venn diagram

Make their own food
Have roots
Have leaves
Need sunlight
Have a stem

Have muscles
Sleep
Have a nose
Can move
Have ears
Have eyes
Can sense their 
surroundings

Grow
Reproduce
Need water
Need food 
for growth

humanshumans

animalsanimalsplantsplants

Page 34: Venn diagram

animalsanimalsplantsplants

Have muscles
Sleep
Have a nose
Can move
Have ears
Have eyes
Can sense their 
surroundings

Make their
own food
Have roots
Have leaves
Need sunlight
Have a stem

Grow
Reproduce
Need water
Need food 
for growth

Page 36: Living things game
The learners play the game as described on page 35.

Unit 1B: 3.2 Materials
Page 38: Classifying using a Venn 
diagram
The learners do the activity as described on 
page 37 under ‘Starter’; see ‘Starter’ for examples.

Page 39: Classifying using an 
intersecting Venn diagram
The learners do the activity as described on 
page 37 under ‘Starter’; see ‘Starter’ for examples.

Page 40: Classifying materials
Answers will vary, according to the materials 
available or chosen.

Page 42: Common materials
Answers will vary, for example:

Wood Plastic Glass Fabric Metal

chair

table

cupboard

toy

cup

computer

cup

window

table 
top

clothing

cloth

teddy 
bear

coin

spoon

saucepan
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Page 43: Different materials
Answers will vary, for example:

Part Material This material was 
chosen because

blade metal it can be sharpened
handle plastic it is comfortable to hold

Page 44: Different materials
Answers will vary, according to the objects chosen.

Page 45: Common materials
Answers will vary, for example:

Wood Plastic Glass Fabric Metal
chair

table

cupboard

toy

cup

computer

cup

window

table top

clothing

cloth

teddy 
bear

coin

spoon

saucepan

Properties
Accept answers such as:

hard

smooth

strong

bendy

flexible

smooth

strong

transparent

hard

soft

absorbent

squashy

cold

hard

smooth

Page 47: Magnetic materials
The learners discuss the statements as described 
on page 46 under ‘Starter’.

Page 48: Magnetic and 
non-magnetic
Answers will vary, according to the objects 
chosen.

Page 49: Magnetic and 
non-magnetic 2
Answers will vary, according to the objects chosen.

Page 51: Testing absorbency
Personal response.

Page 52: Investigation method
The learners discuss the explanations as described 
on page 52 under ‘Starter’.

Page 53: Absorbency results
Answers will vary, according to the types of paper 
used.

Page 55: Testing strength
Answers will vary, according to the types of paper 
used.

Page 56: Make a bar chart
The learners create a bar chart of results, as 
described on page 54 under ‘Main activities’.

Page 58: Properties of fabrics 1 
Answers will vary, for example:

soft comfortable warm thin opaque strong

Page 59: Properties of fabrics 2
Personal response.

Page 60: How much light passes 
through?
Answers will vary, according to the fabrics used.

Page 61: How much light passes 
through?
A set of results for answering the questions 
on photocopiable page 60 if preferred or if a 
datalogger is not available, as explained on page 57 
under ‘Main activities’.

Page 63: Test results
 1. granite marble sandstone chalk

 2.  Answers will vary, but the rock needs to 
be easily carved, yet not weather easily, so 
granite, sandstone and marble would all be 
suitable; chalk would not.

Page 64: Material hardness test
 1.  Answers will vary, according to the samples 

tested.
Likely answers will be:

 2. Stone.

 3. Soft modelling clay.

 4. stone metal hard plastic piece of wood
  rubber (eraser) soft modelling clay

Page 65: Material hardness test
 1.  Answers will vary, according to the samples 

tested.
Likely answers will be:

 2. Stone.

 3. Soft modelling clay.

 4. stone metal hard plastic piece of wood
  rubber (eraser) soft modelling clay

Page 67: Keeping tea warm
The learners discuss the explanations as described 
on page 66 under ‘Starter’.

Page 68: Our results
Personal response.

Page 69: Results 2
 1.  Check that the results are represented 

accurately in the bar chart drawn.

 2. The time interval is 25 minutes longer.

 3. Cotton wool.
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 4.  Answers will vary; look for explanations that 
state that this is a thick material, made up of 
several layers.

Page 70: Results 3
 1.  Check that the results are represented 

accurately in the bar chart drawn.

 2.  That different materials keep the water warm 
for different lengths of time / that some 
materials are better than others at keeping the 
water warm.

 3.  The time, amount of water, starting 
temperature of the water, number of layers / 
thickness of material, size of material.

 4.  Thickness of material is likely to be the most 
difficult.

 5. Personal response.

Page 72: Spinners
Spinners for the activity on photocopiable page 73.

Page 73: Silly or sensible?
The learners do the activity as described on 
page 71 under ‘Starter’.

Page 75: Assessment
 1. a) Material 1

  b) 2

  c) Materials 2 and 4

 2. Answers will vary, for example:

  a) Glass

  b) Metal (e.g. steel ruler)

  c) Paper

  d) Plastic (e.g. polythene bag)

 3.  Material 3, because it is absorbent, which 
means that it soaks up water easily.

 4.  Material 1, because it is rigid, waterproof, 
strong and transparent.

Unit 2A: 3.3 Flowering plants
Page 77: Plants
The learners discuss the question on the 
photocopiable page; see page 76 under ‘Starter’ for 
example answers.

Page 78: Odd one out
Answers will vary, for example:

The tree is the odd 
one out because:

it has a trunk

it is tall

it has branches

birds can nest in it.

The grass is the 
odd one out 
because:

it has no fruit or 
flowers

it is low-growing.

The flowering plant 
is the odd one out 
because:

it has flowers.

These are things 
they all have in 
common:

roots

leaves

stem

Page 79: Sorting plants
The learners do the activity as described on 
page 76 under ‘Starter’; see page 76 for examples.

Page 81: Leaf collection
Discuss the leaves as described on page 80 under 
‘Starter’.

Page 82: Leaves
Personal response.

Page 84: Growing seedlings in 
different amounts of light
The learners do the experiment as described on 
the photocopiable page.

Pages 85–86: Plants in different 
light conditions
Personal response.

Page 88: Planting bulbs
Personal response; see page 87 under ‘Starter’ for 
examples.

Page 89: How to plant bulbs
The learners do the experiment as described on 
the photocopiable page.

Pages 90–91: Observing plants 
grow
Personal response.

Page 93: Observing celery
Personal response.

Page 94: Flowers in coloured 
water
Personal response.

Page 95: Carnations with split 
stems
Personal response.

Page 97: Water investigation
Personal response.
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Page 99: Plants in different 
conditions
The learners discuss the explanations as described 
on page 98 under ‘Starter’.

Page 100: Plants in different 
temperatures
 1. 30

 2. 0

 3. 40

 4. 10

 5. 9

 6. 30

 7. 20

Page 102: Plant board game
The learners play the game as described on 
page 101.

Unit 2B: 3.4 Introducing 
forces
Page 104: Sorting toys
The learners sort the toys as described on page 103 
under ‘Starter’.

Page 105: Moving toys
Personal response.

Page 107: Forces
Answers will vary, for example:

straw

table tennis
ball marble

tray

fingers
holding

the elastic
band

fingers
pulling
back

marshmallow

Can you make it start 
moving? How?

Blow through the straw.

Can you make it start 
moving? How?

Tip the tray.

Can you make it start moving? 
How?

Release the elastic band holding the 
marshmallow.

Can you make it change 
speed? How?

Blow harder or softer.

Can you make it change 
speed? How?

Change the angle of the tray.

Can you make it change speed? 
How?

Pull the elastic band further or less far.

Can you make it change 
direction? How?

Change the position of the straw.

Can you make it change 
direction? How?

Tip the tray in different 
directions.

Can you make it change 
direction? How?

Change the angle of the elastic band.

Can you make it change 
shape? How?

No.

Can you make it change 
shape? How?

No.

Can you make it change shape? 
How?

Squash it or stretch it.

Page 109: Make a dinosaur
The learners do the activity as described on the 
photocopiable page.

Page 110: Our dinosaur
Personal response.

Page 112: The same, but 
different
Answers will vary, for example:

They are the same because:

• they both have a hook

• they both have a spring

• they both measure in N and g.

They are different because:

• the springs are different sizes

• the scales have different numbers.

Page 113: Measuring forces
Answers will vary, according to the objects tested.

Page 115: Testing the strength of 
threads
Answers will vary, according to the threads tested.

Pages 117–18: Testing the grip of 
shoes
Answers will vary, according to the shoes tested.
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Page 120: Slides
The learners discuss the explanations as described 
on page 119 under ‘Starter’.

Page 121: Planning board
Complete the planning board as described on 
page 119 under ‘Main activities’.

Page 122: Question stems
Answers will vary; see page 119 under ‘Main 
activities’ for factors that can change.

Pages 123–24: Slide investigations
Personal response.

Pages 126–27: Investigating 
friction – methods 1 & 2
Personal response.

Page 128: Investigating friction – 
evaluating the results
Answers will vary, according to the materials 
tested.

Page 130: High and low friction
Answers will vary, for example:

Examples where 
high friction is 
needed:

What would be the 
effect if the friction 
were reduced?

Between car tyres 
and the road.

The wheels would slip 
and the car may slide out 
of control.

Between bicycle 
tyres and the 
ground.

The wheels would slip 
and the bike would be 
difficult to control.

Between training 
shoes and the 
ground.

The athlete would slip 
and may fall over.

Between tractor tyres 
and the ground.

The wheels would be 
unable to grip and the 
farmer would be unable 
to plough his land.

On car brakes. The brakes would not grip 
and so could not stop the 
car.

On goalkeepers’ 
gloves.

The goalkeeper would be 
unable to catch the ball 
and it would slide out of 
his hands.

Examples where 
low friction is 
needed:

What would be the 
effect if the friction 
were increased?

Between ice skates 
and ice.

The skater would stick 
and be unable to move 
across the ice.

Between skis and 
snow.

The skier would stick and 
be unable to move across 
the snow.

Between a child and 
a slide.

The child would stick and 
be unable to slide down.

Between dance 
shoes and the dance 
floor.

The dancer would stick to 
the floor and be unable to 
glide gracefully.

Between penguins 
and ice.

The penguin would stick 
to the ice and be unable 
to move across it.

Around drawers in a 
cabinet.

It would be difficult to 
pull open or push closed a 
drawer.

The centre of a 
windmill’s sails. 

The sails would not go 
round in the wind.

Page 132: Moving through water
Answers will vary, according to the shapes tested.

Page 133: Moving through water
 2. 3 seconds

 3. 61 seconds

 4.  Sphere and cube; cylinder and torpedo; flat 
disc and bowl shaped.

Page 135: Planning board
Complete the planning board as described on 
page 134 under ‘Main activities’.

Page 136: Completed planning 
board
Use this planning board as explained on page 134 
under ‘Main activities’.

Pages 137–38: Canopy material
Personal response; ensure the bar chart accurately 
reflects the data.

Page 140: All about forces
 1. A forcemeter or Newton meter.

 2. Newtons.

 3. Answers will vary, for example:

  a) Push / pull / twist / blow.

  b) Twist.

  c) Push / pull / blow.

  d)  Twist / bend / squash / stretch / squeeze / 
pinch.

 4. Answers will vary, for example:

  car tyres bicycle tyres training shoes
  tractor tyres car brakes goalkeepers’ gloves

 5. Answers will vary, for example:

  ice skates skis slide dance shoes
  penguins drawers windmill
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 6.  The learners should draw a diagram similar to 
that on photocopiable page 137.

Unit 3A: 3.5 The senses
Page 142: Making a testing stick
Answers will vary, according to the materials 
tested; the learners should use such words as: 
rough, smooth, soft, hard, furry.

Page 143: My touching test
Personal response.

Page 145: Close observation of 
fi ngerprints
Personal response.

Page 146: Loops, whorls and 
arches
Most people in the population have looped 
fingerprints; fewest people have arches; the 
number with whorls comes in the middle.

Page 148: Fruit survey
Personal response.

Pages 149–50: Fruit bar chart
Personal response; ensure the bar chart accurately 
reflects the data.

Page 152: Optical illusions
A candlestick and two faces facing each other.

There are no complete triangles, but many could 
be counted if extra lines were added.

They are both the same length.

Page 153: Wool collection
Answers will vary, depending on the number of 
pieces of wool and number of learners; check that 
the totals are correct.

Page 154: Wool bar chart 
example
Bar chart for the activity described on page 151 
under ‘Main activities’.

Page 156: Listening game
Personal response.

Page 158: Smelling
Personal response.

Page 160: The fi ve senses
Answers will vary, for example:

I need my sense of sight to: see, when eating; to 
get to places; to read.

I need my sense of hearing to: sense danger; listen 
to music; have a conversation on the telephone.

I need my sense of smell to: eat, to identify foods 
that have gone off or would be bad to eat; smell 
flowers in the garden.

I need my sense of touch to: hold things; cuddle 
things; detect heat and cold.

I need my sense of taste to: identify foods I like 
and foods that are unpleasant.

Page 161: The fi ve senses – cards
The learners who need support use these cards to 
complete photocopiable page 160.

Page 163: Using my senses
Personal response.

Unit 3B: 3.6 Keeping healthy
Page 165: Staying alive cards
Personal response.

Page 166: Staying alive sorting 
base
Personal response.

Page 168: Ideas for keeping 
healthy 
Answers will vary, for example:

What can make us 
unhealthy?

Not taking exercise

Eating an unhealthy diet

Not keeping clean

Not having enough sleep

What can help 
us be healthy?

Eating well

Drinking plenty of 
water

Stretching

Smiling

Exercising

Having friends

Brushing teeth

Using sun cream

Keeping clean

Sleeping

Page 169: Effects of being 
unhealthy
Answers will vary, for example:

Unhealthy 
behaviour

Consequence

Eating too many sweets Feeling sick and guilty 
and becoming 
overweight.
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Page 171: Food for sorting
The learners do the activity as described on 
page 170 under ‘Starter’.

Page 173: Healthy eating
Personal response.

Page 174: The balanced plate
The learners do the activity as described on the 
photocopiable page; check that they understand 
which foods belong in each group.

Page 175: Food groups
Food groups that make up your diet

Fruit and 
vegetables

Bread, 
pasta, 
rice 
and 
other 
starchy 
foods

Milk, 
cheese, 
yoghurt 
and 
other 
dairy 
products

Sweets, 
cakes, 
snacks and 
other food 
containing 
a lot of 
sugar and 
fat

Meat, fish, 
beans and 
alternatives

What can happen if the food group is 
missing from your diet?

Your 
digestive 
system 
may not 
work 
properly.

You 
may 
lack 
energy.

Your 
teeth 
may 
decay 
and your 
bones 
may 
break 
more 
easily.

Nothing – 
but you 
may be 
more 
healthy!

Your body 
may be 
less able to 
repair 
itself.

Page 177: Scurvy fact sheet
Fact sheet for answering photocopiable page 178.

Page 178: Scurvy questions
 1.  They were away at sea for long periods of 

time, with no access to fresh foods.

 2.  A rash on the legs, bleeding gums and loose 
teeth.

 3.  That they were of similar age and state of 
health on entering the ship. 

 4.  For comparison – to check the results were 
accurate.

 5.  That a diet containing fruit and / or fruit 
juices helped to prevent scurvy.

 6.  Because they did not have access to fresh fruit, 
which would not last on long voyages, so they 
did not have a balanced diet.

 7. Fresh fruit or citrus fruits.

 8. They carried on being ill. 

Pages 180–81: Drinks survey
Answers will vary, according to the drinks surveyed.

Page 183: Toothpaste survey
Answers will vary, according to the toothpaste 
surveyed.

Page 184: Toothpaste 
investigation
Personal response.

Page 186: Types of teeth
Answers will vary, but should be about:

Incisors Canines Premolars Molars
Top 
jaw 2 2 4 4

Bottom 
jaw 2 2 4 4

Page 187: Functions of teeth
Answers will vary, but the purpose of different 
teeth is as follows:

Incisors: for cutting and chopping food. 

Canines: for helping to tear food. 

Premolars: for crushing and grinding food. 

Molars: for working with the tongue to help 
swallow food, mashing it up until it’s ready to be 
swallowed safely.

Page 188: Animals’ teeth 
carnivore

(lion)
carnivore

(shark)
herbivore
(sheep)

omnivore
(bear)

Page 189: What sort of animal?
See answers to photocopiable page 188 above.

Page 191: How to keep healthy
Answers will vary, but should include such activities 
as: eating well, drinking plenty of water, stretching, 
smiling, exercising, having friends, brushing teeth, 
using sun cream, keeping clean, sleeping.

Page 192: Looking after our teeth
 1.  Most of her milk teeth have fallen out. She 

has some second (adult) teeth. She has large 
gaps where some teeth are missing. Her teeth 
are discoloured – yellow, brown and black. 

 2.  Answers will vary, for example: eating too 
many sweets; drinking sugary fizzy drinks; 
not cleaning her teeth regularly and properly.

 3.  Clean your teeth at least twice a day. Cut 
down on sweets and sugary drinks.


